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Abstract 
Universal filtered multi-carrier (UFMC) modulation is a very powerful candidate to be 
employed for future 5G mobile systems. It overcomes the limitations and restrictions in 
current modulation techniques employed in 4G mobile systems such as orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) and Filter bank multicarrier (FBMC). In addition, UFMC can 
support future applications like machine-to-machine (M2M), device-to-device (D2D), and 
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications.   
In this thesis, we address the estimation of UFMC fading channels based on the comb-type 
pilot arrangement in the frequency domain. The basic solution is to estimate the fading 
channel based on the mean square error (MSE) or least square (LS) criteria with adaptive 
implementation using least mean square (LMS) or recursive least square (RLS) algorithms. 
However, these adaptive filters seem not effective, as they cannot fully exploit fading 
channel statistics.  To take advantage of these statistics, the time-variations of the fading 
channel is modelled by an autoregressive process (AR) and tracked by an H∞ filter. 
Nevertheless, this requires the AR model parameters, which are estimated by solving the 
Yule-Walker equation (YWE), based on the Bessel autocorrelation function (ACF) of the 
fading channel with known Doppler rate.  
The results of MATLAB simulations show the effectiveness of the proposed H∞ filter based 
channel estimator as compared with Kalman filter, and conventional adaptive filters such as 
RLS and LMS algorithms. Furthermore, the low pass interpolation is confirmed to 
outperform both spline and linear interpolation. 
Keywords: fading channel, channel estimation, autoregressive model, 5G, UFMC, H∞ filter, 
Kalman filter, LMS Filter, RLS Filter. 
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ــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ  
Introduction 
 In wireless communication systems, 1G refers to the first generation of the mobile wireless 
communication system. To this date, there are main fourth mobile generation named (1G-
4G).  Since 1G was introduced in the early 1979s, a new wireless mobile telecommunications 
technology has been released roughly every 10 years. All of them refer to the technology 
used by the mobile carrier and device itself. They have different speeds and features that 
improve on the previous generation. The next generation is 5G, which is scheduled to launch 
in 2020-2030. 
 Evolution of Mobile Generation 
1.1.1 Zero Generation (0G) 
0G is also known as mobile radio telephone systems. It was invented before 1979.  This 
system was analog in nature. Generally, 0G provides half-duplex communications.  These 
mobile telephones were placed in ships, trains and vehicles. In addition, it was very costly 
[1].  
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1.1.2 First Generation (1G) 
 
In 1979, the first mobile generation (1G) was launched. The main growth that differentiated 
the 1G from the previous generation was the use of multiple cell sites and the capability to 
move calls from one site to the next as the user moved between cells during a conversation 
[1].  Each base station (cell site) supporting service to a specific area (cell). The cell sites 
would be set up such that cells partially overlapped. In a cellular system, a signal between a 
base station (cell site) and a terminal (phone) only require be strong enough to reach between 
them, so the same channel can be employed simultaneously for individual conversations in 
another cells. 
1.1.3 Second Generation (2G) 
 
In the1990s, the second generation (2G) mobile phone systems was launched. The main 
difference of the 2G from the previous generation was the use of digital transmission instead 
of analog transmission. The rise in mobile phone usage as a result of 2G was explosive and 
this era also saw the advent of prepaid mobile phones. The 2G introduced a new different to 
communication, as SMS text messaging became possible, initially on GSM networks and 
eventually on all digital networks [1-2]. Several advantages of 2G were digital signals need 
use less battery power, so it betters mobile batteries to keep long. Digital coding betters the 
voice clarity and decreases noise in the line. Digital encryption has granted secrecy and 
safety to the data and voice calls.  
1.1.4 Third generation (3G) 
 
3G was launched in 2000. As the usage of 2G phones became more widespread and people 
began to use mobile phones in their daily lives, it became clear that demand for data services 
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like web browsing, sending emails, media streaming and stream radio was growing. The 
major technological difference that distinguishes 3G technology from 2G technology is the 
use of packet switching rather than circuit switching for data transmission [3]. 
1.1.5 Fourth generation (4G) 
 
4G is the current mobile generation.  It is basically the expansion in the 3G technology with 
more bandwidth and services offers in the 3G. The main service for the 4G technology is 
high quality audio/video streaming over end to end internet protocol [4]. One of the major 
ways in which 4G differed technologically from 3G was employing an all internet protocol 
network  instead of circuit switching. 
1.1.6 Fifth Generation (5G) 
 
5G is the fifth generation of cellular mobile communication, offering high data rate, faster 
speeds, higher connection density, energy saving. 5G development is under research, 5G 
networks are expected to launch across the world by 2020-2030. 
Table (1.1) summarizes the main differences between the mobile generations (1G to 5G) in 
a wireless communication system [5]. 
Table 1. 1: Comparison of 1G to 5G technology [5] 
Technology 1G 2G 2.5G 3G 4G 5G 
Period 1980-1990 1990-2000 1995 2000-2010 2010-2020 2020-2030 
Services Analog 
Voice 
Digital Voice, 
Short messages 
Higher Capacity, 
Packetized Data 
Higher 
Capacity 
broadband 
data 2Mbps 
Higher Capacity  
complementary 
 IP-Oriented, 
 Multimedia Data 
Dynamic information  
access, 
 Wearable devices 
Standards AMPS 
TACS 
NMT 
TDMA 
CDMA 
GSM 
GPRS 
EDGE 
 1xRTT 
WCDMA 
CDMA2000 
 UMTS 
LTE 
 WIFI 
WiMAX 
WWWW 
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PDC 
Data Rate 1.9Kbps 14.4Kbps 384Kbps 2Mbps 200Mbps 1Gbps-10Gbps 
Bandwidth 900MHz 900MHz 100MHz 100MHz 100MHz - 
Channel 
Band width 
30KHz 200Khz 200Khz 5Mhz 200Mhz  
Multiplexing FDMA TDMA 
CDMA 
TDMA 
CDMA 
CDMA OFDMA  
Core 
Network 
PSTN PSTN PSTN, 
 Packet Network 
Packet 
Network 
Internet Internet 
Handover Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal Horizontal  
And 
 Vertical 
Horizontal 
 And 
 Vertical 
 
 Global Mobile Data Traffic Forecast Update 
 
In this section, we will introduce some figures for mobile data traffic and growth of owned 
smart devices. Figures (1.1, 1.2) [6], shows the growth of a number of smart devices between 
(2005-2013). In Peter’s square in 2005 when Pope greeted the public, we notice a few 
persons had a smartphone.  While in 2013 for the same occasion in Peter’s square, most of 
the people have owned smartphones, which clearly shows that there is an increasing number 
of owned devices and connected devices to the internet in the future.   
 
 
Figure 1. 1: The number of Smartphones in 2005 [6] 
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Figure 1. 2: The growth of the number of Smartphones in 2013 [6] 
Figure (1.3) shows the expectation of growing traffic to (49) Exabyte per month at 2021, 
while the data traffic was (7) Exabyte at 2016 [7]. 
 
Figure 1. 3: Growth of Traffic between (2016 and 2021) [7] 
Figure (1.4) shows cisco estimated mobile video traffic between 2016 and 2021. While 
mobile video represented more than half of global mobile data traffic beginning at 2012, the 
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report predicts that (38) Exabytes from total (49) Exabytes per month crossing mobile 
network will be due to video [7]. 
 
Figure 1. 4: The Mobile traffic share between (2016 and 2021) [7] 
Figure (1.5) shows that the rapid decrease of the non-smart devices and connections from 
54% percent at 2016 to 25% percent at 2021. While increasing of smart device and 
connections from 46% at 2016 to 75% at 2021. 
 
Figure 1. 5: Global Growth of smart devices and Connections between (2016-2021) [7] 
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Figure (1.6) displays the result of the growth of mobile smart devices and connections on 
global traffic. Globally, smart traffic is going to grow from 92%of the total global mobile 
traffic to 99% by 2021. This percentage is significantly higher than the ratio of smart devices 
and connections (75% by 2021) because on average a smart device generates much higher 
traffic than a non-smart device [7]. 
 
Figure 1. 6: Effect of Smart and non-smart mobile Devices and Connections Growth on 
Traffic [7] 
 Multicarrier Modulation Systems (MCM) 
 
Wireless multicarrier communication systems technique is parallel data transmission where 
achieving high power spectral density (PSD) and data rates can be performed by the 
simultaneous transmission over multiple orthogonal subcarriers. Using MC 
communications, a wide-band frequency-selective fading channel is converted into many 
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narrow-band frequency non-selective flat fading sub-channels, facilitating channel 
estimation and equalization as well as time synchronization and narrowband interference 
mitigation [8].  In addition, the division of the whole bandwidth into many sub-channels 
provides scalability and flexibility when configuring the communication link and reducing 
inter-symbol interference (ISI).  MCM has many advantages and disadvantages, the 
advantages of transmission data over Single carrier modulation (SCM) multicarrier are [9]: 
1. Multicarrier modulation is baseband process that uses parallel equal bandwidth sub 
channels to transmit information. This leads to achieve higher spectral efficiency 
and high data rate.  
2. Converting frequency selective fading channels into frequency flat fading by 
dividing the channel into narrowband flat fading subchannel. Moreover, it became 
easier to equalize at receiver. 
3. Modulation can be for each subchannel if deep fading occur for this subchannel, 
then the power of this subchannel can compensate. Therefore, we can achieve 
power allocation. 
The disadvantage of MCM are: 
1. Higher sensitivity to the effect of narrow band noise, amplitude clipping, timing 
jitter and delay. 
2. High peak to average ratio power ratio (PARP) associated with transmitted signal. 
High PARP cause in-band distortion and out of band emission (OOB). It also 
increases the complexity of analog to digital (A/D) and digital to analog converters 
and reduces the efficiency of radio frequency (RF) power amplifier used. Therefore, 
it is useful to reduce the PARP. 
The following set of 5G is gaining industry acceptance [10]: 
1. Support future applications like divers wide smart mobile, IoT, M2M, D2D, V2V. 
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2. Support higher data rates up to 10Gbps which is high 100 times 4G. 
3. Support 10Tb/s per square kilometer which is 1000 times higher than 4G. 
4. Support the increasing number of connected devices up to 1 million devices in square 
kilometer which is 1000 times higher than 4G. The total number of human-oriented 
terminals will be greater than 20 billion and the total number of IoT terminals will 
be greater than one trillion. 
5. Latency less than 1ms  which is lower 25 times than 4G  
6. Support the fragmented spectrum to utilize the spectrum more efficiently. 
1.3.1 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing multi-carrier (OFDM) 
 
The most widely used multicarrier modulation technique is OFDM with CP. Due to the 
various advantages of OFDM, it has become the key physical layer transmission technology 
adopted in current broadband communication systems such as wireless local area networks 
(WLAN), worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX), long term evolution 
(LTE), ultra-wideband modulation (UWB) and digital video and audio broadcasting (DVB, 
DAB) [11, 12]. The OFDM system offers simple implementation using the inverse fast 
Fourier transforms (IFFT) and the fast Fourier transform (FFT) pairs in the modulator and 
demodulator [13,14]. respectively. However, the large side-lobes of the frequency response 
of the filters that characterize the subcarrier channels result in significant interference among 
subcarriers.  The  OFDM  signal  has  a  noise  like  amplitude  with  a  very   large   dynamic   
range;   hence   it   requires  RF  power  amplifiers with a high peak to average power ratio 
[15,16].   It  is  more  sensitive  to  carrier  frequency  offset  and  drift  than single carrier 
systems are due to leakage of the DFT [17,18]. It is sensitive to Doppler shift.  It requires 
linear transmitter circuitry, which suffers from poor power efficiency.  It suffers loss of 
efficiency caused by cyclic prefix. 
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1.3.2 Filter Bank Multi-carrier (FBMC) 
 
FBMC is short for filter bank multicarrier modulation technique. It is implemented based on 
IFFT/FFT pairs operation. It has numerous benefits over OFDM [8]. Firstly, it does not need 
cyclic prefix resulting in better use of the allocated spectrum. Secondly, instead of employing 
a rectangular window, a prototype filter implemented with the Nyquist pulse-shaping 
principle is adopted, which can minimize really the spectral leakage problem of OFDM. This 
results in negligible ISI and ICI. Thirdly, the grouping of filter banks with offset quadrature 
amplitude modulation (FBMC/OQAM), known also as OFDM/OQAM, leads to a maximum 
data transmission rate [8]. Fourthly, it is less sensitive to CFO by eliminate side lobes as the 
result of using digital filtering.  
FBMC has many disadvantages. Firstly, the integration of MIMO with FBMC is very 
complex and as a result, limited systems have examined the use of these two techniques 
together. Secondly, the design of wide bandwidth and high dynamic range systems with 
FBMC provides some significant RF development challenges. Thirdly, FBMC is more 
complicated than OFDM; it introduces an overhead in overlapping symbols in the filter bank 
in the time domain. 
1.3.3 Universal Filter Multi-carrier (UFMC) 
 
Universal filtered multi-carrier (UFMC) modulation is a very powerful candidate to be 
employed for future 5G mobile systems. It overcomes the limitations and restrictions in 
current modulation techniques employed in 4G mobile systems such as orthogonal frequency 
division multiplexing (OFDM) and Filter bank multicarrier (FBMC). In addition, UFMC can 
support future applications like machine-to-machine (M2M), device-to-device (D2D), and 
vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V) communications.  It is designed based on IFFT/FFT pairs 
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operation,  Chebyshev window with Nyquist pulse-shaping principle is adopted, which can 
greatly reduce the spectral leakage problem of OFDM and FBMC [19-21]. 
 Literature review and contribution 
 
Fading channel estimation and equalizing techniques are crucial for coherent symbol 
detection at the receiver. Since the wireless channel is dynamically varying. The transmitted 
signal is sensitive to many effects during traveling to the receiver. The transmitted signal 
may be corrupted and the result is degradation of the performance of the wireless system. 
Transmitted signal travels in multipath and may be scattered or reflected, so the channel 
response varies according to the time.  The statistical characteristics of the wireless 
communication system are environment dependent, Multipath fading, scattering, 
propagation, mobility cause the signal to spread in time, frequency and angle domains.  All 
these affect the signal receiving.  The channel estimation is very important to recover 
symbols.   
Many techniques were used to estimate OFDM channel in the literature [22-27]. In addition, 
many techniques were employed to estimate FBMC channel [8][28-32]. On the other hand, 
there are limited researches on UFMC channel estimation [33-36]. Channel estimation 
techniques in the UFMC and FBMC/OQAM are different in traditional techniques used in 
OFDM due to the channel frequency response values are real in OFDM and complex in 
FBMC and UFMC. Another reason is the presence of intrinsic inter-symbol interference as 
the output of the filter.  Due to subband filtering operation for out of band emission reduction 
may cause different filter gain at different subcarriers in one UFMC symbol [34].  Therefore, 
not all techniques used in OFDM is work for UFMC. For example, one of the techniques 
used in OFDM is polynomial interpolation not work probably due to different gain among 
pilot subcarriers and subcarriers.  In [33], the authors show that conventional pilot-aided 
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channel estimation techniques used on CP-OFDM is work probably in UFMC by normalize 
filter gain for pilot subcarriers and make interpolation as in OFDM, then compensate filter 
gain again.  In [34] the authors address the channel estimation and pilot signal optimization 
based on the comb-type pilot pattern based on least square linear interpolation, Discrete 
Fourier transform, Minimum mean square error, and relaxed minimum mean square error.  
The authors compares different techniques based on comb-type like a minimum mean square 
error (MMSE) that have higher complexity and knowledge of the channel correlation matrix 
and noise variance. Since the MMSE channel estimation require channel correlation matrix 
and noise power, other techniques are a relaxed minimum mean square error (RMMSE) that 
replaces the channel correlation matrix by power normalize identity matrix or diagonal 
matrix.  While the least square with linear interpolation requires less complexity compared 
to MMSE and RMMSE. Discrete furrier estimator (DFT) has no interpolation error. In 
addition to the suggestion to use optimal pilot channel estimation by minimizing the 
minimum square error (MSE) to pilot power constraint and derive closed-form expression 
were derived. The simulation shows that MMSE has better performance than other 
techniques. Authors in [35] introduce using pseudo-random noise as the guard interval and 
the training sequence in the time domain to estimate the channel. Recently, the authors 
introduce estimation of UFMC time varying channel based on comb pilots using adaptive 
filters [36]. The fading channel process evolution is modelled by autoregressive model and 
track by Kalman filter. The result of simulation shows the performance of Kalman filter 
based estimator is better than LMS and RLS filters. 
Using of combination of 𝐻∞ estimator and autoregressive model to estimate UFMC system 
time varying channel not addressed to now.  In this thesis, we will address estimation of fast 
flat time-varying fading Rayleigh channel in UFMC system.  To exploit the characteristics 
of fading process linear time invariant. It is described by power spectral density (PSD) and 
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autocorrelation function (ACF). The fading channel will be modeled by autoregressive 
model (AR) system tracked by the 𝐻∞ filter based on comb pilot technique.  The AR 
parameters are calculated by Yule walker equation (YWE) based on zero order Bessel 
autocorrelation function. 
The 𝐻∞  filtering is more robust against the noise disturbances and modeling approximations 
than Kalman filtering]. It is principle is reducing the worst possible effects of the noise 
disturbances on the estimation error [23-27]. Moreover, this system does not need a priori 
constraints on the noises, except that they have limited energies. While Kalman filter is 
optimal in 𝐻2 sense and required initial state, the driving process noise, and measurement 
noise are independent, white and Gaussian.  Once the fading channel coefficients at pilot 
symbol positions are estimated by proposed techniques, the fading channel coefficients at 
data symbol positions are then estimated by using some interpolation techniques like linear, 
spline, or low pass interpolation. 
The remainder of the thesis is formulated as follows. In chapter two, introduce the UFMC 
wireless system model where the transmitter, channel and receiver models are described 
clearly in addition to windowing function. In chapter three, we introduce fading channel 
estimation by explained pilot arrangement, Nyquist condition, Rayleigh fading channel, 
Autoregressive channel model, channel estimation and interpolation techniques. In chapter 
four, introduce a comparative simulation study is provided between the LMS, RLS, Kalman 
and  𝐻∞ filters based channel estimators. Finally, conclusions, results and future work are 
presented in chapter 5. 
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ـــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــــ 
UFMC Wireless System Model 
 Overview 
UFMC is a generalization of features of OFDM and FBMC and avoids their drawbacks. It 
is operation based on filter group of subcarriers called subbands.  While OFDM operation 
filter for the whole spectrum. FBMC operation based on filter each subcarrier. UFMC 
structure implementation based on IFFT/FFT and Dolph Chebyshev filter. UFMC supports 
new application for 5G like M2M, D2D, and V2V, in addition, a large number of smart 
devices.  
Section 2.2, we describe some of the window functions like a rectangular window, triangular 
window, raised cosine window, adjustable window and simulation comparison between 
Dolph Chebyshev with Hanning and Hamming windows. Transmitter, channel model and 
reciever of UFMC wireless system are presented in section 2.3.  In Section 2.4, a comparison 
between UFMC, FBMC and OFDM systems will be carried out.  
 Windowing Function 
We will introduce review of window functions. Since, the window functions used to 
minimize the leakage effects and for spectral analysis. The systems OFDM, FBMC and 
UFMC can use different window functions to reduce the spectral leakage. However, any 
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system can use different window functions. UFMC system can use window functions like 
Hamming, Hanning and Chebyshev windows…etc. Window technique is weighting 
function employed to data to decrease the spectral leakage correlated with finite observation 
periods. It is a mathematical function that is zero valued outside some chosen interval. The 
preferable window technique is the one that had minimum spectral leakage. [37-39] 
introduced survey in the literature about windows.  Window techniques can be classified as 
fixed or adjustable [40, 41]. Fixed window refers to one independent parameter that controls 
the main lobe width by the length of the window. While the adjustable window refers to two 
or more independent parameters that control the window characteristics. In this type, the 
window length was fixed parameter and an additional one or more parameters control the 
window characteristics.   We will introduce some of the types of windows functions: 
2.2.1 Rectangular window 
 
Rectangular window or zero canter is the simplest window. Its function based on replacing 
all by zeros except data sequence [39]. It is used in OFDM system. Its weight function 
expression as follows: 
                               𝑤𝑅(𝑛) = {
1,−
𝐿−1
2
 ≤ 𝑛 ≤
𝐿−1
2
0,           𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒  
                     (2.1)  
 
Figure 2. 1: Rectangular window in time and frequency domain for L= 64 
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Where 𝐿 is the window length. The figure (2.1) shows the rectangular window in time and 
frequency domain for the window length 𝐿 = 64. 
 
2.2.2 Triangular window 
 
It is known as Bartlett window or Fejer widow [39, 41]. It can be obtained by convolution 
of two 
𝑁
2
 width rectangular windows. It is weight function expression given by: 
𝑤(𝑛) = 1 − |
𝑛 −
𝑁 − 1
2
𝐿
2
| , where 𝐿 can be 𝑁, 𝑁 + 1,𝑁 − 1 (2.2)  
The figure (2.2) shows the triangular window for window length 𝐿 = 64 in time and 
frequency domains. 
 
Figure 2. 2: Triangular window in time and frequency domain for L=64 
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2.2.3 Raised Cosine window 
 
Raised Cosine window is another type of windowing that is smoother than triangular window 
at the ends and closer to the one at the middle [39,41].  Various kinds are: 
2.2.3.1 Hanning Window 
It is raised cosine weight function expressed as follow: 
𝑤𝑐(𝑛) = {
0.5 − 0.5𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
2𝜋𝑛
𝑀
− 1), 0 ≤ 𝑛 < 𝑀 − 1
0,                                                  𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (2.3)  
The figure (2.3) shows the Hanning window in time and frequency domain for filter length 
𝐿 = 64. 
 
Figure 2. 3: Hanning window in time and frequency domain for L=64. 
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2.2.3.2 Hamming window 
It is a weighting function defined by the following expression:  
𝑤ℎ(𝑛) = {
0.54 − 0.46𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
2𝜋𝑛
𝑀
− 1), 0 ≤ 𝑛 < 𝑀 − 1
0,                                                  𝑂𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (2.4)  
 
Figure 2. 4: Hanning window in time and frequency domain for L=64. 
The figure (2.4) shows the Hamming window in time and frequency domain for window 
length  𝐿 = 64. 
2.2.4 Adjustable window 
2.2.4.1 Gaussian Window 
The Fourier transform of a Gaussian. Since the Gaussian function extends to infinity, it must 
either be truncated at the ends of the window or itself windowed with another zero-ended 
window. Since the log of a Gaussian produces a parabola, this can be used for nearly exact 
quadratic interpolation in frequency estimation: 
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𝑤(𝑛) = 𝑒
−
1
2(
𝑛−(𝑁−1) 2⁄
𝜎(𝑁−1) 2⁄ )
2
, 𝜎 ≤ 0.5 
(2.5)  
The standard deviation of the Gaussian function is σ (N−1)/2 sampling periods. Figure 
(2.5) shows Gaussian window in time and frequency domains for filter length 𝐿 = 64, 𝜎 =
3.  
 
Figure 2. 5: Gaussian Window in Time and frequency domain for L=64. 
2.2.4.2 Dolph Chebyshev Window 
The Dolph-Chebyshev window filter is used in signal processing. One of the important 
properties is it has a minimum main-lobe width for a given side-lobe attenuation 
[37][39][42]. Furthermore, it has equi-ripple, which the side-lobe height is the same for all 
frequencies. The optimal Dolph-Chebyshev window transform can be given in the closed 
form by the following: 
𝐹(𝑘) =
𝑐𝑜𝑠 {𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑠−1[𝛽 𝑐𝑜𝑠 (
𝜋𝑘
𝑀
)]}
𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ{𝑀𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ−1(𝛽)}
 
(2.6)  
Where: 
𝑘 = 0,1,2…𝑀 − 1 and M  indicates IFFT Points , 𝛽 = 𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ [
1
𝑀
𝑐𝑜𝑠ℎ−1(10𝛼) ], where 𝛼 = 
(2, 3, 4). 
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The zero phase Dolph Chebyshev window 𝑊0,𝑘 is computed by IFFT of 𝐹(𝑘). The 𝛼 
parameters adjust the side lobe levels by the expression. Sidelobe level in dB=−20𝛼. For 
example, if we have 𝛼 = 3 then the side lobes will be 60dB below the main lobe peak, where 
the main lobe peak normalize to zero. The chebyshev side lobes are called ripple in the stop 
band, since they are equal in heights. The mathematical expression for  w0 as the following: 
𝑤0 =
1
𝑁
∑𝑊0(𝑘). е
𝑖2𝜋𝑘𝑛
𝑁 ,
𝑁−1
𝑘=0
  
−𝑁
2
≤ 𝑛 <
𝑁
2
 (2.7)  
 
The characteristics of Dolph Chebyshev window in time and frequency domain. For given 
window length 𝐿 = 64  , 𝛼 = 3   where with side lobes 100dB below the main lobe peak as 
in figure (2.6). 
 
Figure 2. 6: Dolph Chebyshev window in time and frequency for L=64. 
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2.2.5 Dolph Chebyshev vs Hanning and Hamming 
 
Simulation comparison in figure (2.7) between Dolph Chebyshev, Hanning and Hamming 
Windows. 
 
Figure 2. 7: Dolph Chebyshev window vs Hamming and Hanning. 
For given window length 𝐿 = 64. From the above figure, it can be observing that the 
response of Chebyshev window are more smooth and better than Hamming and Hanning 
windows. It has narrow side lobes width due to using extra cosine function and the result is 
increasing efficiency and less power lost. In the figure (2.8), the side lobes magnitude in 
chebyshev is about 100dB, while in Hamming and Hanning are 36dB, 22dB respectively.  
However, Chebyshev window have more computational complexity since it has many terms 
for calculation. Therefore, a compromise between the efficiency of window and 
computational complexity has to be found. 
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 UFMC Transceiver Model and Channel 
 
UFMC system with Chebyshev filters combine the advantages of OFDM and FBMC in 
addition to escaping their disadvantages. It filters group of subcarriers called subband. In 
addition, it still use QAM as it retains the complex orthogonality (when compared with 
FBMC), which works with existing MIMO schemes. UFMC system filters each subband in 
time, so spectrum range will be formed from conductive subbands as in figure (2.8) [43].  
 
Figure 2. 8: UFMC signal in the frequency domain [43] 
Table 2.1 shows comparative between three candidate modulation systems OFDM, FBMC 
and UFMC. It is clear that the UFMC system overcomes the other system in terms of 
overhead, short bursts, fragmented spectrum. The basic transceiver for UFMC is shown in 
figure (2.9). 
Table 2. 1: Candidate system comparative. 
 OFDM FBMC UFMC 
PARP High High High 
Overhead High Low Low 
Receiver Complexity Low High High 
MIMO support Yes Yes Yes 
Short bursts No No Yes 
Fragmented Spectrum No Yes Yes 
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Figure 2. 9: UFMC Transceiver block diagram 
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2.3.1 UFMC Transmitter  
 
The concept of the UFMC system is shown in figure (2.9) [35, 36]. The full band of 
subcarriers (N) is divided into subbands  𝐵. Each subband has a fixed number of subcarriers 
𝑁𝑖
𝑆𝑢𝑏 and not all subbands need to be employed for a given transmission. An N-pt  IFFT for 
each subband is computed, inserting zeros for the unallocated carriers. Each subband is 
filtered by Chebyshev filter  𝐟 = [f0 , f0 , … . LLf−1]of length 𝐿𝑓 and the responses from the 
different subbands are summed. The filtering is done to reduce the out-of-band spectral 
emissions (OOB). Different filters per subband can be applied, or the same filter is used for 
each subband. A Chebyshev window with parameterized side lobe attenuation is employed 
to filter the IFFT output per subband. We can express the discrete time UFMC data block 
base band signal in one symbol interval as follows [35-36]:  
𝒙𝑘[𝑛] =
1
𝑁
∑ ∑ ∑ 𝑋𝑖𝑁
𝑚𝑒𝑗2𝜋𝑚𝑙/𝑁𝑓𝑛−𝑙
𝑁𝑆𝑢𝑏
𝑖
𝑚=1
𝑁+𝐿𝑓−1
𝑙=0
𝐵
𝑖=1
 
(2.8)  
Where: 
𝑁: is the total number of subcarriers. 
𝑁𝑆𝑢𝑏
𝑖 : is the number of subcarriers in each subband 
𝑋𝑖
𝑚: is transmission frequency domain data block 
The number of subbands B will be different according application requirements. If the 
system used in the fragmented spectrum then 𝐵 can be equal to the available spectrum 
portion in the fragmented spectrum. UFMC has the flexibility to filter each subband with its 
bandwidth. It is can enable the system to adapt users or service types by adjusting the 
subband and filter parameters only. UFMC can serve two different services like M2M and 
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tactile in two subbands with different requirements and frame structure without causing 
inter-symbol band interference (ISBI) due to lowering out of band emission [44].   
2.3.2 Channel Model 
 
The path between the base station and mobile stations of mobile communications is 
characterized by reflection, diffraction, and scattering of radio waves from objects such as 
buildings, hills, trees, etc.  as shown in figure (2.10) [45]. As a result, the received signal 
consists of a superposition of several delayed and attenuated copies of the transmitted signal. 
This gives rise to frequency-selective fading which spreads the transmitted signal in time 
and, hence, leads to ISI. When all multi-paths arrive at the receiver within the symbol 
duration, the resulting fading is called frequency non- selective fading or flat fading. In 
addition to multi-path fading, due to the relative motion between the transmitter and the 
receiver and the movement of surrounding objects, the received signal is subject to Doppler 
shifts. This gives rise to time-varying fading. Hence, the transmitted signal through a mobile 
wireless channel may be generally affected by time-varying frequency-selective fading. 
 
Figure 2. 10: Multipath fading channel [45] 
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The transmitted UFMC signal 𝑥𝑘[𝑛] in eq. (2.10) is assumed to go through a time-varying 
frequency-selective Rayleigh fading channel distribution ℎ𝑘[𝑛] with background additive 
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) as shown in the Figure (2.11). Assuming that the allocated 
bandwidth for each subcarrier is less than the coherence bandwidth of the wireless channel, 
each subcarrier will undergo frequency non-selective flat-fading.   
 
Figure 2. 11: Channel Model block diagram 
 
According to Jakes [46], the frequency flat fading over 𝑛𝑡ℎ UFMC symbol can be modelled 
as the sum 𝐿𝑠 scatters given as the sum of  the weighted complex exponential: 
ℎ𝑘[𝑛] = ∑𝑔𝑘𝑙𝑒
𝑗(2𝜋𝑓𝑑𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜑𝑘𝑙+𝜗𝑘𝑙)
𝐿𝑠
𝑙=1
 (2.9)  
Where 𝑔𝑘𝑙, 𝜑𝑘𝑙  and 𝜗 𝑘𝑙 , are respectively the random scattered amplitude, angle of arrival 
and initial phase associated with 𝑙𝑡ℎ , 𝑘𝑡ℎ carrier,  𝑛𝑡ℎ UFMC symbol and 𝑓𝑑 is Doppler 
frequency. 
 
Figure 2. 12: Rayleigh envelope of ℎ𝑘(𝑛) along the 𝑛
𝑡ℎ UFMC symbol. 
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For a large number of multipaths, we can express approximation of ℎ𝑘[𝑛] as Gaussian 
process  ℎ𝑘[𝑛] = |ℎ𝑘[𝑛]|𝑒
−𝑗𝜑𝑘[𝑛]. For case no line sight (NLOS) between transmitter and 
receiver, the fading process will have zero-mean. In that case, the phase  𝜑𝑘[𝑛]  is uniformly 
distributed on [0,2π] and the envelope  |ℎ𝑘[𝑛]| = ℎ has the probability density function (pdf) 
as the following: 
fℏ(h) = {
ℏ
σh
2 𝑒
−h2 2σh
2⁄ , h ≥ 0
0,                  𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒
 (2.10)  
Where 𝜎ℎ
2 = 𝐸[|ℎ𝑘(𝑛)|
2] is the variance of the fading process  {ℎ𝑘(𝑛)}𝑘=0,1,…,𝑀−1.  A 
typical Rayleigh distribution fading  envelope and phase of time varying fading process 
ℎ𝑘(𝑛)  for 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.05 are shown, respectively, in figure (2.12) and figure (2.13). 
 
Figure 2. 13: Rayleigh phase of ℎ𝑘(𝑛) along the 𝑛
𝑡ℎ UFMC symbol. 
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For linear time invariant, the statistical properties for fading process ℎ𝑘[𝑛] are given by 
power spectral density and autocorrelation function (ACF) as shown in the figure (2.14) and 
figure (2.15), respectively.  The power spectral density PSD of ℎ𝑘[𝑛]  is defined by well-
known U-shaped band limited Jakes spectrum with maximum Doppler frequency 𝑓𝑑: 
𝑆(𝑓) = {
1
𝜋𝑓𝑑√1 − (𝑓 𝑓𝑑⁄ )
2
,            |𝑓| ≤ 𝑓𝑑
0                         ,       𝑒𝑙𝑠𝑒𝑤ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑒 
  (2.11)  
Where 𝑓𝑑 =
𝑣
𝜆
 with v is the mobile speed and λ is the wave length of the carrier wave.  
The corresponding normalized discrete-symbols autocorrelation function (ACF) hence 
satisfies:  
                                         𝑅𝑘 = 𝐽0(2𝜋𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠|𝑘|) 
(2.12)  
Where 𝐽0(. ) is the zero is order Bessel function of the first kind, 𝑇𝑠 is the symbol period, and 
𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 is the Doppler rate. 
 
Figure 2. 14: PSD of ℎ𝑘(𝑛) along 𝑛
𝑡ℎ UFMC symbol 
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Figure 2. 15: Autocorrelation function of ℎ𝑘(𝑛) along n
th UFMC symbol. 
2.3.3 UFMC Receiver 
 
The basic UFMC receive processing is the same OFDM system is based FFT. The received 
signal length 𝑁 + 𝐿𝑓 − 1 is then  padded 𝑁 − 𝐿𝑓 + 1  to pass to the  next 2𝑁 − FFT to 
convert it to frequency domain and  to recover data symbols at 𝑁 subcarriers from 𝑁 + 𝐿𝑓 −
1 received samples.  Every alternate frequency value corresponds to a subcarrier main lobe. 
We assuming that the allocated bandwidth for each subcarrier is less than the coherence 
bandwidth of the wireless channel, each subcarrier will undergo frequency non-selective 
flat-fading. So,  the received signal sample over the 𝐾𝑡ℎ subcarrier for 𝑛𝑡ℎ UFMC symbol 
as in the following : 
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𝑟𝑘[𝑛] = 𝒙𝑘[𝑛]𝒉𝑘[𝑛] + 𝑤𝑘[𝑛] 
(2.13)  
where ℎ𝑘(𝑛) is a complex valued fading process over the  𝑘
𝑡ℎ subcarrier for the 𝑛𝑡ℎ UFMC 
symbol, 𝑤𝑘(𝑛) is an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) process. The noise processes 
{𝑤𝑘(𝑛)}𝑘=0,1 ,…,𝑀−1 are assumed mutually independent and identically distributed zero-
mean complex Gaussian processes with equal variances 𝜎𝑤
2 . The output of FFT will be 
converted to serial again then symbol demapper retrieve original data. 
 UFMC vs OFDM and FBMC 
The figures (2.16- 2.18) shows that the power spectral density for UFMC, OFDM and FBMC 
systems respectively for the same number of subcarriers (200).   
 
Figure 2. 16: Power Spectral Density for UFMC System 
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Figure 2. 17: Power Spectral Density for OFDM System 
 
Figure 2. 18:  Power Spectral Density for FBMC System 
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From above figures, it is clear that UFMC is the best system comparison to OFDM and 
FBMC by offering higher spectral efficiency (PSD) due to minimizing side lobes. Subband 
filtering has the benefit of reducing the guards between subbands and reducing the filter 
length, which makes this system attractive for short bursts comparison to FBMC that 
required longer filter length, which make it not supported short burst application. 
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Fading Channel Estimation and Equalizing 
 State of the art 
 
Many channel estimation techniques were proposed in the literature particularly for OFDM 
systems [22-27]. They can be divided into training sequence/pilot symbols based techniques 
and blind techniques [47-48]. The blind techniques require no training data. They utilize 
certain underlying mathematical information about the kind of data being transmitted. As 
blind techniques require a large amount of data, they are extremely computationally 
intensive and hence are impractical for real-system implementation [47]. For this reason, we 
will focus our attention on the training sequence techniques in this thesis. The training 
sequence/pilot symbols based techniques are used in some existing mobile and wireless 
communication systems. The idea of training sequence/pilot symbols based techniques is 
that some portion of the transmitted signal is known to the receiver and used for channel 
estimation. Many techniques were introduced in literature to estimate FBMC channel [8][28-
32].  
Compared to OFDM and FBMC, the literature on UFMC that addressed the problem of 
channel estimation and equalization are limited [33-36]. In the FBMC/OQAM and UFMC 
approach, the channel estimation issue is different of that in conventional techniques in  
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OFDM. The reason is that, the sought channel frequency response values are complex 
whereas the training input is real. Another reason is the presence of intrinsic inter-symbol 
interference as the output of the filter.  In addition, due to subband filtering operation for out 
of band emission reduction may cause different filter gain at different subcarriers in one 
UFMC symbol [34]. So, not all techniques in estimation OFDM system can be used in 
FBMC and UFMC systems. 
In [33], the authors investigate the procedure and performance of sliding window and linear 
interpolation techniques in UFMC system in an uplink multi-user FDMA scenario in 
presence of cyclic prefix. Authors show that the classical channel estimation and equalizing 
methods are applicable at the receiver in UFMC as in OFDM. In [34], the authors proposed 
channel estimation schemes and pilot signal optimization for UFMC system based on the 
comb pilot pattern. By considering the least square linear interpolation (LSLI), discrete 
Fourier transform (DFT), minimum mean square error (MMSE) and relaxed MMSE 
(RMMSE) channel estimators.  In [35], authors introduce using pseudo-random noise as the 
guard interval and the training sequence in the time domain to estimate the channel. In [36], 
authors present estimation of UFMC time varying channel based on comb pilots using 
adaptive filters based estimators. The fading channel process evolution is modelled by 
autoregressive model and track by Kalman filter. The result of simulation shows the 
performance of Kalman filter based estimator is better than LMS and RLS filters.  
 Pilot pattern 
 
There are different types of pilot’s arrangement that are used in UFMC channel estimation. 
The most famous types are block, comb and rectangular pilot patterns.  
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3.2.1 Block type pilot  Arrangement 
 
 In block pilot pattern illustrated by figure (3.1), UFMC channel estimation symbols are 
transmitted periodically, in which all subcarriers are used as pilots [49]. The typical channel 
estimation methods for block pilot pattern are LS and MMSE. This type is suitable for 
frequency selective fading channel. 
 
Figure 3. 1: Block type pilot arrangement 
3.2.2 Rectangular Pilot Arrangement  
 
Rectangular pilot pattern where UFMC blocks with comb pilots are sent periodically in a 
non-continuous manner. In this thesis, we focus our attention on the comb pilot patter. 
3.2.3 Comb Pilot Arrangement 
 
In comb pilot pattern illustrated by figure (3.2), some of the subcarriers are reserved for pilots 
for each symbol. Comb pilots are suitable for a fast fading channel but not for frequency 
selective channels. The typical channel estimation methods for block pilot pattern are LS 
and MMSE. Channel interpolation in digital signal processing (DSP) points to the method 
of transform a sampled digital signal such as a sampled audio signal to that of a higher 
sampling rate. Channel interpolation compatible with comb pilot techniques are linear 
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interpolation (LI), low-pass interpolation (LPI), second order interpolation (SOI), spline 
cubic interpolation (SCI) [50-51]. 
 
Figure 3. 2: Comb type Pilot Arrangement 
  In this thesis, we focus our attention on the channel estimation using comb pilot 
arrangement.   
 Nyquist Condition 
 
In wireless communication systems, the Nyquist condition is essential to ensure the accurate 
rebuilding of the transmitted signals. Perfectly, the filter pulse response ℎ(n) is assumed to 
satisfy the next equation in the time domain: 
𝑔(𝑛) = {
1, 𝑛 = 𝐿 − 1
0, 𝑛 = 𝑘𝑀, 𝑛 ≠ 𝐿 − 1
𝑎𝑟𝑏𝑖𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑟𝑦,   𝑛 ≠ 𝑘𝑀
 (3.1)  
Or equivalent to power -complementary property in frequency-domain, which could be 
express by the following expression [52-53]: 
∑ |𝐺(𝑒𝑗(𝑤+
2𝜋
𝑀 𝑘)| = 1,𝑤 𝜖 [0,
𝜋
𝑀
]
𝑀−1
𝑘=0
 (3.2)  
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For above Nyquist conditions, M indicate an integer named over-sampling factor. Moreover, 
g(n) expresses the parameters of the Nyquist filter. Usually, condition (1) and (2) are too 
restrictive for square root -Nyquist filter, since the Nyquist condition can be release for the 
enhancement of other filter performances such as the frequency selectivity of the filter. Even 
though, the deviation of the Nyquist condition might present interference between 
consecutive samples, it is commonly small when compared to the residual interferences due 
to the propagating channel. The designed filters with the sacrificed Nyquist condition had 
been successfully used in FBMC for better robustness [54]. 
 Autoregressive (AR) Channel Modeling  
 
One of the features of the MCM system is converting selective fading channel to flat fading 
channel. Sum of sinusoids (SOS) based simulator or on the inverse discrete Fourier 
transform (IDFT) based simulator were proposed to generate correlated Rayleigh random 
variables [55-58]. The advantage of SOS is generation accuracy very long sequence without 
impact on computer memory. However, the fading process not wide sense stationary (WSS) 
[59]. IDFT based simulator is relatively very fast and able to generate sequence 
corresponding to given ACF. Its applicability is limited due to large memory space 
requirement. To generate accurately correlated Rayleigh processes that shape the spectrum 
of the uncorrelated Gaussian variates, the authors proposed to use general AR model [60].  
It is different from another model that is there is an accurate matching of theoretical statists 
over an order of model and it is simple and linear. The fading process is modeled as a 
complex Gaussian process, where the variability of the channel over time is presented by 
ACF.  The statistical properties of linear time invariant fading channel are described by its 
PSD and ACF in eq. (2.18, 2.19) in chapter 2 respectively.   
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The complex fading process can be modeled by a pth AR (p) in [60] and defined as the 
following expression: 
𝒉𝑘(𝑛) = −∑𝑎𝑖𝒉𝑘−𝑖(𝑛) + 𝝊𝑘(𝑛)
𝑝
𝑖=1
 (3.3)  
Where 𝜐𝑘(𝑛) is denoted for complex white Gaussian noise process with uncorrelated real 
and imaginary elements with driving process 𝜎𝜐
2 .  {𝑎𝑖}𝑖=1,2,…,𝑝 denote to the AR 
parameters.  The PSD of the AR(p) model can be expressed by [61] as follows: 
𝑆(𝑓𝑛) =
𝜎𝜐
2
|1 + ∑ 𝑎𝑖𝑒
(−𝑗2𝜋𝑓𝑛𝑖)𝑝
𝑖=1 |
2 (3.4)  
 
Where  𝑓𝑛 denote to the normalized frequency.  
The relation between AR parameters and the fading process autocorrelation function can be 
express by Yule-Walker equation (YWE) [61] as the following: 
𝑹𝜽 = −𝒓 (3.5)  
where R is the fading channel autocorrelation matrix defined by: 
𝑹 =
[
 
 
 
𝑅0 𝑅−1 ⋯ 𝑅−𝑝+1
𝑅1 𝑅0 ⋯ 𝑅−𝑝+2
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
𝑅𝑝−1 𝑅𝑝−2 ⋯ 𝑅0 ]
 
 
 
 (3.6)  
𝜽 is the vector that contains the AR parameters as follows: 
𝜽 = [
𝑎1
𝑎2
⋮
𝑎𝑝
] (3.7)  
and 
𝒓 = [
𝑅1
𝑅2
⋮
𝑅𝑝
] (3.8)  
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The variance of driving process 𝜎𝑣
2 can be expressed as: 
𝜎𝑣
2 = 𝑅0 +∑𝑎𝑖𝑅(−𝑖)
𝑝
𝑖=1
 (3.9)  
Increasing the AR mode order p will provide better fitting between the resulting model and 
the theoretical PSD and ACF [60]. Baddour et al [60 ] use high order AR process (e.g. 𝑝 ≥
50) when they simulated the channel.  For this purpose, they modify the properties of the 
channel by considering the sum of the theoretical fading process and zero-mean white 
process whose variance very small. Then, the AR parameters are estimated with the YWE 
based on the modified autocorrelation function: 
𝑅𝑘
𝑚𝑜𝑑 == 𝐽0(2𝜋𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠|𝑘|) + 𝜀𝛿𝑘  
(3.10)  
where 𝜀 is a very small bias used to overcome the ill conditioning of YWE .  
However, the computational complexity of the resulting channel estimation algorithm will 
also increase. Therefore, a compromise between the accuracy of the model and the 
computational complexity of the estimation algorithm has to be found. AR order must be 
determined. Taking into account a higher AR model order will be more accurate. But higher 
AR model order will be more computational. Therefore, a compromise between the channel 
estimation accuracy and computational complexity has to be found. To simplify the process 
and lower computational cost we select the AR process  𝑝 = 2.  Then the AR parameters 
will have calculated by Yule-walker equations (YWE) based on the autocorrelation function 
(ACF). 
 Channel estimation  
 
The estimation of the fading process ℎ𝑘(𝑛) along the n
th  UFMC symbol will be performed 
in two steps. Firstly, the fading process ℎ𝑘(𝑛) at the pilot symbol position is estimated using 
LMS, RLS, Kalman filters and 𝐻∞ filter. Secondly, the fading process at data symbol 
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position will then be estimated by using some interpolation methods such as linear, spline or 
low-pass interpolation.  
When using a comb-type pilot arrangement [62] as shown in Figure 3.2, 𝑁𝑝 pilots are 
uniformly inserted into 𝑥𝑘(𝑛) as follows: 
𝒙𝑘(𝑛) = 𝑥𝑢𝐿+𝑖(𝑛) = {
𝑥𝑢𝐿,𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑡(𝑛),                              𝑖 = 0
𝑥𝑢𝐿+𝑖,𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎(𝑛), 𝑖 = 1, 2 ⋯ , 𝐿 − 1
 (3.11)  
Where 𝑥𝑢𝐿,𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑡(𝑛) is the 𝑢
𝑡ℎ pilot symbol with the 𝑢 = 0,1, … ,𝑁𝑝 − 1 , and 𝐿 = 𝑀/𝑁𝑝  is 
the pilot interval spacing with 𝑀 the number of subcarriers.  
3.5.1 Fading process estimation at pilot symbol positions 
 
The basic technique for comb-pilot estimation is based on the least square error (LS) and 
minimum mean square error (MMSE). The estimation process is divided into two stages.  
The first stage of estimation is estimation the fading process ℎ(𝑛) over the 𝑛𝑡ℎ UFMC 
symbol based on adaptive filters (LMS, RLS, Kalman   and  𝐻∞ filters). Note that, for the 
sake of simplicity and clarity of presentation, the time index subscript is dropped. Thus, the 
fading process ℎ(𝑛) is reduced to  ℎ𝑘(𝑛). The second stage is to estimate symbols based on 
interpolation techniques. 
3.5.1.1 Least Mean Square (LMS) filter 
LMS adaptive filter is one of the suggested filters to estimate the impulse response channel 
ℎ̂(𝑛) of the fading channel ℎ(n) and make it closely as possible to ℎ(𝑛)   by minimizing the 
Mean Square Error (MSE) as follows: 
𝑀𝑆𝐸 = 𝐸[|𝑥(𝑛) − ℎ(𝑛)𝑟(𝑛)|2] (3.12)  
The channel estimates at tap  𝑘 + 1 is given by: 
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                                         ℎ̂(𝑛 + 1) = ℎ̂(𝑛) + 𝜇(𝑥(𝑛) − ℎ̂(𝑛)𝑟(𝑛))𝑟∗(n) (3.13)  
                                         ℎ̂(𝑛 + 1) = ℎ̂(𝑛) + 𝜇𝑒(𝑛)𝑟∗(𝑛)  (3.14)  
Where 𝜇 the LMS is step size which can be adjusted manually by the designer or 
automatically to realize the best performance requirements.  𝑥𝑘 denote for the transmitted 
signal. 𝑟𝑘  is the expression for the received signal. While 𝑝 denote for filter order. The initial 
parameters are: 
ℎ0
^ = 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠(𝑝) 
3.5.1.2 Recursive Least Square (RLS) Filter 
RLS adaptive filter is another suggested adaptive filter to estimate impulse channel response 
ĥ(n) of the fading channel h(n) based on minimizing the weight LS cost function as follows: 
𝐹 =∑𝜆𝑘−1|𝑥(𝑛) − ℎ(𝑛)𝑟(𝑛)|2
𝑘
𝑖=0
 (3.15)  
Where: 
 𝜆 denote for the forgetting factor and has a value0 < 𝜆 < 1. 
The channel estimates at 𝑘 + 1 is given by: 
                              ℎ̂(𝑛 + 1) = ℎ̂(𝑛) + (𝑥(𝑛) − ℎ̂(𝑛)𝑟(𝑛))𝑲∗(n) (3.16)  
  𝐾(𝑛) =
𝑃(𝑛)𝑟(𝑛)
𝝀 + 𝑃(𝑛)𝑟(𝑛)𝑟∗(𝑛)
 (3.17)  
                                              𝑃(𝑛 + 1) = 𝜆−1(1 − 𝐾(𝑛)𝑟∗(𝑛))𝑃(𝑛)  (3.18)  
 
Where 𝐾(𝑛) is the so-called Kalman gain.  The initial parameters assumption as follows: 
𝑝 denote for filter order. 
𝑷0 = 𝐈 : Identity matrix of rank 𝑝 + 1 
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3.5.1.3 Kalman Filters 
Another suggested filter to estimate channel impulse response ℎ̂𝑘    of the fading 
process ℎ𝑘(𝑛) is Kalman filter .  
To estimate the fading process ℎ𝑘(𝑛) over the 𝑛
𝑡ℎ UFMC symbol based on Kalman filtering 
with known pilot symbols. To this end, let us define the state vector as follows: 
𝒉(𝑛) = [ ℎ(𝑛)   ℎ(𝑛)  …ℎ(𝑛 − 𝑝 + 1)  ]𝑇  (3.19)  
Then, equation (3.18) can be written in the following state-space form: 
                                          𝒉(𝑛) = 𝝓𝒉(𝑛 − 1) + 𝒈𝜐(𝑛)  (3.20)  
Where: 
𝝓 = [
−𝑎1 −𝑎2 ⋯ −𝑎𝑝
1 0 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 1 0
] is the transition matrix and   𝒈 = [1 0 … 0]𝑇 (3.21)  
In addition, given equations (3.15) and (2.20), it follows that: 
                                            𝑟(𝑛) = 𝒙𝑇(𝑛)𝒉(𝑛) + 𝑤(𝑛)   (3.22)  
Where 𝒙(𝑛) = [ 𝑥𝑝𝑖𝑙𝑜𝑡(𝑛)   0 ⋯   0]
𝑇 
Hence, equations (3.33) and (3.17) represent the state-space model dedicated to the 𝑛𝑡ℎ 
UFMC symbol fading channel system (3.22) and (3.24). A standard Kalman filtering can be 
carried out to provide the estimation ?̂?(𝑛/𝑛) of the state vector 𝒉(𝑛) given the set of 
observations {𝑟𝑖}𝑖=1,⋯,𝐾. To this end, let us introduce the so-called innovation process 𝛼(𝑛) 
which can be obtained as follows: 
                                   𝛼(𝑛) = 𝑟(𝑛) − 𝒙𝑇(𝑛)𝝓?̂?(𝑛 − 1 𝑛 − 1)⁄   (3.23)  
The variance of the innovation process can be expressed as: 
𝐶(𝑛) = 𝐸[𝛼(𝑛)𝛼∗(𝑛)] = 𝒙𝑇(𝑛)𝑷(𝑛/𝑛 − 1)𝒙(𝑛) + 𝜎𝑤
2   (3.24)  
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Where the so-called a priori error covariance matrix 𝐏(n/n − 1)can be recursively obtained 
as follows: 
𝑷(𝑛/𝑛 − 1) = 𝝓𝑷(𝑛 − 1/𝑛 − 1)𝝓𝐻 + 𝒈𝜎𝜐
2𝒈𝑇 (3.25)  
The Kalman gain is calculated in the following manner: 
𝑲(𝑛) = 𝑷(𝑛/𝑛 − 1)𝒙(𝑛)𝐶−1(𝑛)  (3.26)  
The a posteriori estimate of the state vector and the fading process are respectively given 
by: 
?̂?(𝑛 𝑛)⁄ = 𝝓?̂?(𝑛 − 1 𝑛 − 1)⁄ + 𝑲(𝒏) 𝛼(𝑛) (3.27)  
and 
                            ℎ̂(𝑛) = ℎ̂(𝑛 𝑛)⁄ = 𝒈𝑇 ?̂?(𝑛 𝑛)⁄    (3.28)  
The error covariance matrix is updated as follows: 
𝑷(𝑛/𝑛) = 𝑷(𝑛/𝑛 − 1) − 𝑲(𝑛)𝒙𝑇(𝑛)𝑷(𝑛/𝑛 − 1) (3.29)  
It should be noted that the state vector and the error covariance matrix are initially assigned 
to zero vector and identity matrix respectively, i.e. ?̂?(0 0)⁄ = 0 and  𝑷 (0 0)⁄ = 𝑰𝑝 . 
3.5.1.4 𝐻∞ Filter 
Kalman filter is optimal   for application with distributed Gaussian noise and ideal in the 𝐻2 
sense providing that the underlying state-space model is accurate. Really, many assumption 
must be satisfied in real work. Furthermore, the initial state, the driving process, and the 
measurement noise must be independent, white and Gaussian. Nevertheless, these 
assumptions not always controlled especially when used in UFMC systems, due to the 
uncertainties and approximations for AR process that not fit exactly fading process for lower 
order and noise variance and AR parameters are unknown. In [63] the 𝐻∞ estimation 
techniques, initially developed in the framework of control. On contrast, 𝐻∞ filtering is more 
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robust against the noise disturbances and modeling approximations than Kalman filtering 
[63]. It is principle is reducing the worst possible effects of the noise disturbances on the 
estimation error. Moreover, this system does not need a priori constraints on the noises, 
except that they have limited energies.  
To estimate the fading process 𝒉(𝑛) along the 𝑘𝑡ℎ carrier in eq. (3.32).  Unlike Kalman 
filtering, the 𝐻∞ filtering not only deals with the estimation of state vector  𝒉(n), but also 
makes it possible to focus on the estimation of specific linear combination of the state vector  
components as follows: 
𝑧(𝑛) = 𝒍𝒉(𝑛) (3.30)  
Where 𝑙 is a 1 𝑥 𝑝 linear transformation operator. Here, as we aim at estimating the fading 
process h(n), the linear operator is set to be 𝒍 = 𝒈𝑻 = [1 0 … 0]𝑇. By using the state space 
representation of fading channel process in  eq.(33-35 ), the  proposed 𝐻∞ filter estimate the 
fading process ℎ̂(𝑛) = 𝒍?̂?(𝑛) by minimizing the  𝐻∞ norm of transfer operator τ that maps 
the noises 𝑤(𝑛), 𝑣(𝑛) and the initial state error 𝒆0 = 𝒉(0) − ?̂?(0) to the estimation error 
𝑒(𝑛) = ℎ(𝑛) − ℎ̂(0)as follows :  
𝐽∞ = 𝑠𝑢𝑝 𝐽𝑤(𝑛)𝑣(𝑛),ℎ(0) (3.31)  
 
Where: 
𝐽 =
∑ |𝑒(𝑛)|2𝑁−1𝑛=0
𝑒0
𝐻𝑷0
−1𝒆0 + ∑ (𝑄𝑤
−1|𝑤(𝑛)|2 + 𝑅𝑣
−1 |𝑣(𝑛)|2)𝑁−1𝑛=0
 (3.32)  
Where  𝑁 indicates the number of data samples. While the  𝑷0,𝑄𝑤 > 0 and 𝑅𝑣 > 0 are 
denote to weighting parameters that are adjusted by the designer to realize the best 
performance requirements. Closed form expression in eq. (3.44)   for optimal 𝐻∞ not 
generally exist. Instead, we can use the suboptimal as the following where presented in [64]: 
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𝐽∞ = 𝛾
2  (3.33)  
Where 𝛾 > 0  indicate for a determined disturbance attenuation level. By using this method, 
𝐻∞  Channel estimator ℎ̂(𝑛) for a given 𝛾 > 0 will be exist only in presence of stabilizing 
symmetric positive definite solution 𝑷(𝑛) to the next Riccati expression: 
                            𝑷(𝑛 + 1) =  𝜱𝑷(𝑛)𝑪−1(𝑛)𝜱𝐻 + 𝒈𝑄𝑤𝒈
𝑇, 𝑷(0) = 𝑷0 
(3.34)  
 
Where: 
𝑪(𝑛) = 𝑰𝑝 − 𝛾𝒍
𝑇𝒍𝑷(𝑛) + 𝒙(𝑛)𝑅𝑣
−1𝒙𝑇(𝑛)𝑷(𝑛) (3.35)  
 
This leads to the following constraint: 
                            𝑷(𝑛)𝑪−1(𝑛) > 0  (3.36)  
If the condition in eq. (3.49) is fulfilled, the 𝐻∞ channel estimator will exist and is given by: 
                          ℎ̂(𝑛) = 𝒍?̂?(𝑛)   (3.37)  
                              ?̂?(𝑛) = 𝝓?̂?(𝑛 − 1) + 𝑲 (𝑛)𝛼(𝑛) , ℎ̂(0) = 0 (3.38)  
Where 𝛼(𝑛) denotes for innovation process and given by: 
                               𝛼(𝑛) = 𝑟(𝑛) − 𝒙𝑇(𝑛)𝝓?̂?(𝑛 − 1)  (3.39)  
And 𝑲(𝑛) denote to 𝐻∞ gain, and given by: 
                                𝑲(𝑛) = 𝑷(𝑛)𝑪−1(𝑛)𝒙(𝑛)𝑅𝑣
−1  (3.40)  
From previous, we notice 𝐻∞ structure in eq. (3.47-3.53) is the same Kalman filter. But, 𝐻∞ 
  has more computational cost due to present condition in eq. (3.48) than Kalman filter. The 
𝐻∞ can be customized to be Kalman filter by mapping  𝑄𝑤 , 𝑅𝑣  and 𝑷0 chosen to be  𝜎𝑤
2  , 𝜎𝑣
2 
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and the initial error covariance matrix of 𝒉(0)  respectively. When 𝛾 → ∞ the 𝐻∞ filter be 
Kalman filter. 
3.5.2 Interpolation techniques  
 
In comb-type pilot based channel estimation, an efficient interpolation technique is 
necessary in order to estimate channel at data sub-carriers by using the channel information 
at pilot Sub-carriers. Interpolation is the process finding formula whose graph will pass 
through given set of points. 
3.5.2.1 Linear Interpolation (LI) 
The linear interpolation method was shown to perform better than the piecewise-constant 
interpolation [65]. It is based on approximation data at point x by straight line by passing 
through two data points.  There is a unique straight line passing through these lines. The 
channel estimation at the data positions  𝑘, 𝑢𝐿 < 𝑘 < (𝑢 + 1)𝐿 , using interpolation is 
given by: 
                            ℎ̂𝑘 = (ℎ̂𝑝𝑘+1
− ℎ̂𝑝𝑘
)
𝑙
𝐿
+ ℎ̂𝑝𝑘
,       0 ≤ 𝑙 < 𝐿  (3.41)  
where ℎ̂𝑝𝑘
 is the estimated fading process at pilot symbol position. 
3.5.2.2 Second Order Interpolation (SOI) 
The SOI is shown fit better than linear interpolation [66]. The channel estimated by SOI is 
given by: 
𝐻𝑒(𝑘) = 𝑐1𝐻𝑝(𝑚 − 1) + 𝑐1𝐻𝑝(𝑚) + 𝑐−1𝐻𝑝(𝑚 + 1)  
(3.42)  
Where :  
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{
 
 
 
 
  
𝑐1 =
𝛼(𝛼 − 1)
2
       𝑐0 = −𝛼(𝛼 − 1)(𝛼 + 1), 𝛼 =
𝑙
𝑁1
𝑐−1 =
𝛼(𝛼 + 1)
2
 (3.43)  
 
3.5.2.3 Low pass Interpolation (LPI) 
The low-pass interpolation is implemented by adding zeros in the original sequence and later 
using a low pass FIR filter (interp function in MATLAB) that permits the original data to 
pass throughout unchanged in addition interpolates such that the mean-square error among 
the interpolated points and their actual values is reduced [67]. 
3.5.2.4 Spline Cubic Interpolation (SCI) 
The spline cubic interpolation (spline function in MATLAB) gives a soft and continuous 
polynomial fitted to particular data points [67].  It is based on drawing smooth curves through 
a number of points. The (spline function in Matlab) used to generate smooth curves. 
 
3.5.3 Fading channel equalization 
 
Once the fading process at pilot and data symbols were estimated using the proposed 
approach, channel equalization could be performed by multiplying equation (2.32) with a 
normalized version of the complex conjugate of the channel estimate as follows: 
?̂?𝑘(𝑛) = 𝒀𝑘(𝑛)(
ℎ̂𝑘
∗ (𝑛)
|ℎ̂𝑘(𝑛)|
2) (3.44)  
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Simulation Results 
 Simulation environment 
 
In this chapter, we performed a comparative simulation study on the estimation of the  
UFMC fading channels between conventional filters like  LMS, RLS, Kalman and 𝐻∞ filters 
based estimators. Furthermore, we examine the performance of interpolation techniques like 
linear, low pass and spline. Additionally, we test the effect of the number of pilot symbols 
𝑁𝑝 on the BER performance. The UFMC wireless system is implemented and simulated 
using MATLAB to allow various parameters of the system to be varied and tested. 
In all of our simulations, the fading channels are generated according to the autoregressive 
model based in [60]. The autoregressive model order 𝑝  is set to  𝑝 = 2 . The step size for 
the LMS algorithm is set to 𝜇 = 0.03 and the forgetting factor for RLS algorithm is set 
to 𝜆 = 0.4.   
 QAM Modulation 
 
UFMC system still use QAM modulation as it retains the complex orthogonality, which 
works with existing MIMO schemes. We test QAM modulation techniques for different 
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values of bits per subcarriers. Since the bits are mapped to a subcarrier amplitude and phase, 
which is represented by a complex in phase and quadrature phase (I-Q) vector. The number 
of points on the constellation is indicated in the modulation format description (4QAM uses 
4-point constellation). Figure (4.1) shows the BER performance of UFMC using different 
mapping techniques over Rayleigh channel.  It is clear that the best QAM modulation when 
we use the Bits per subcarrier (2). 4-QAM is achieves greater distance between adjacent 
points in the I-Q plane by distributing the points more evenly. In this way, the points on the 
constellation points are more distinct and data errors are reduced. 
 
Figure 4: 1: BER vs SNR for UFMC QAM Modulation. 
  UFMC Channel Envelope and Phase  
 
In this section, we want to study the envelope and phase of the estimated fading process 
using various channel estimator with low pass interpolation. When using different adaptive 
filters with Doppler rate  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.1111, M=2048,  Np = 256, SNR=15dB. Figure 4.2 and 4.3 
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respectively shows the envelope and phase of the estimated fading process using the various 
channel estimators. The main advantage of Rayleigh fading generator is the samples of 
fading sequence can be generated as they required.  The complex fading process h(n) has 
looping quasi-periodic behavior. Especially at low amplitude, h(n) exhibits rapid phase 
changes when it traverse close to the origin. Phase inversions usually when the signal is the 
weakest and the SNR the poorest.   One can notice that the 𝐻∞ filter based estimator provides 
better estimation  than LMS, RLS and Kalman, particularly at deep fading. 
 
Figure 4: 2: Envelope of estimated fading process using the various estimators 
 
Figure 4: 3: Phase of estimated fading process using the various estimators 
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 BER performance versus SNR 
 
Figures (4.4-4.6) shows the BER performance versus SNR for the UFMC system when using 
various channel estimators with 𝑀 = 2048,𝑁𝑝 = 256 pilots with different values of 
Doppler𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.1111 , 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.0741 , 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.0370 and  respectively, using low-pass 
interpolation. According to figures (4.4-4.5), the proposed 𝐻∞ based estimator outperforms 
the LMS,RLS  and Kalman filter  with performance difference increases as the SNR 
increases when we us. for high and medium Doppler rate.  According to figure (4.6), 
performance of 𝐻∞  is the same for Kalman filter for lower Doppler rate.  In addition, the 
performance of RLS estimator is improved when use lower Doppler rate. 
 
Figure 4: 4: BER performance vs SNR for UFMC system with various channel estimators. 
𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.1111 
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Figure 4: 5: BER performance vs SNR for UFMC system with various channel estimators. 
𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.0741 
 
Figure 4: 6: BER performance vs SNR for UFMC system with various channel estimators.  
𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.037 
Figure (4.7)  displays the BER performance of the UFMC system when using 𝐻∞ filter with 
various interpolation techniques, M=2048, 𝑁𝑝 = 256 and  𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.0741. it is confirmed 
that the low pass interpolation yields the best BER performance.  
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Figure 4: 7: BER performance vs SNR for UFMC system with the various using 
interpolation methods. 𝑀 = 2048, 𝑁𝑝 = 256, and 𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.0741 . 
Figure (4.8) shows the effect of changing the number of pilot symbols 𝑁𝑝 on the BER 
performance of the UFMC system when using 𝐻∞ filter based channel estimator with low-
pass interpolation. Indeed, increasing the number of pilot symbols 𝑁𝑝 will improve the BER 
performance of the system. 
 
Figure 4: 8: BER performance vs SNR for UFMC system with different numbers of pilot 
symbols various when using 𝑯∞  interpolation methods. 𝑀 = 2048, 𝑁𝑝 = 256, and 
𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 = 0.0741 . 
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Conclusion and Future Work 
 Conclusion 
 
UFMC modulation system is a very strong candidate for future mobile generation 5G. It 
combines between advantages of OFDM and FBMC and avoided their drawbacks. It 
achieves high data rate and high power spectral density than other modulation systems. Also, 
it solves the fixed synchronization problem in current modulation system and supports new 
applications like IOT, D2D, V2V, M2M and a large number of smart devices. 
We address the estimation and equalization of UFMC fading channels based on comb pilot 
symbols arrangement. The estimation process is dived to two stages. The first stage is 
estimation fading channel by an adaptive filter like 𝐻∞, Kalman, RLS, and LMS filters. The 
second stage is the interpolation at data symbol position by various techniques like linear, 
Low pass, spline, Second order and time domain. The simulation results showed the 
performance of the 𝐻∞ filter-based estimator outperforms than LMS and RLS and Kalman. 
Indeed, the 𝐻∞ filters based estimator can exploit the fading channel statistics and can track 
fast variations of rapidly varying fading channels. In addition, the low-pass interpolation is 
confirmed to outperform both spline and linear interpolation. 
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 Future Work 
 
At the end of this thesis, several problems can be suggested for future work. They can be 
pointed out as below: 
 We have studied the estimation of the fading process in case of flat fading. In the 
future, we can extend the work for estimation the fading process in case of frequency 
selective fading. 
 We have used only comb-pilot arrangement for channel estimation. Possible future 
work can investigate the relevance of other pilot arrangements such as block or 
rectangular pilot arrangements for channel estimation with decision feedback. 
 We address the estimating of fading process only by 𝐻∞ filters. So we can extend the 
work to make a joint estimation for fading process and AR parameters by using a 
couple of 𝐻∞ or Kalman filters.  
 We have assumed that the fading processes over all carriers are uncorrelated and, 
hence, they are estimated separately. However, the correlation among multi-carrier 
fading processes might arise due to the existence of a significant Doppler spread for 
instance. To exploit these correlations, the joint estimation of the fading processes 
can be addressed based on a vector (multi-channel) AR model. Therefore, the 
extension of the proposed channel estimation techniques to account for a vector AR 
model is a possible direction for future work. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviation 
0G: Zero Generation 
1G: First Generation 
2G: Second Generation 
3G: Third Generation 
4G: Fourth Generation 
5G: Fifth Generation 
ADSL: Asymmetric Digital Subscriber Line 
ACF: Autocorrelation Function 
AR: Autoregressive Model 
AWGN: Additive White Gaussian Noise 
BER: Bit Error Rate 
CP: Cyclic Prefix 
CFO: Carrier Frequency Offset 
CP-OFDM: Cyclic Prefix Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
CSI: Channel State Information 
DAB: Digital Audio Broadcasting  
DVB: Digital Video Broadcasting 
D2D: Device to Device 
DFT: Discrete Fourier Transform 
DFTI: Discrete Fourier Transform Interpolation 
FBMC: Filter Bank Multicarrier 
FFT: Fast Fourier Transforms  
FIR: Finite Impulse Response 
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G: Generation 
GSM: Global System of Mobile 
GPRS: General Packet Radio Service 
𝐻∞: H Infinity Filter 
ICI: Inter-Carrier Interference  
IFFT: Inverse Fast Fourier Transforms  
ISI: Inter-Symbol Interference 
IoT: Internet of Things 
ISBI: Inter Symbol Band Interference 
IIR: Infinite Impulse Response 
I.I.D: Independent and Identically Distribution  
IDFT: Inverse Discrete Fourier Transform. 
LMS: Least Mean Square 
LS: Least Square 
 LTE: Long Term Evolution  
LSLI: Linear Square Linear Interpolation 
Ls: Least Square. 
LI: Linear Interpolation 
LPI: Low Pass Interpolation 
LOS: Line of Sight 
MCM: Multicarrier Modulation 
MTC: Multi-Machine 
MIMO: Multiple Input Multiple Output 
MC: Multi-Carrier 
MMSE: Minimum Mean Square Error   
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MSE: Mean Square Error 
NLOS: No Line of Sight 
OFDM: Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing 
OOB: Out of Band 
P/S: Parallel to Serial 
PSD: Power Spectrum Density  
PARP: Peak to Average Power Ratio 
PDF: Probability Density Function. 
QAM: Quadrature Amplitude Modulation 
RLS: Recursive Least Square 
RMMSE: Relaxed Minimum Mean Square Error 
SMS: short Message Service 
S/P: Serial to Parallel 
SOI: Secondary Order Interpolation. 
SCI: Spline Cubic Interpolation 
SOS: Sum of Sinusoids 
TDI: Time Domain Interpolation 
UFMC: Universal Filter Multi-carrier 
UWB: Ultra Wideband 
V2V: Vehicle to Vehicle 
WiMAX: Worldwide Interoperability for Microwave Access 
WLAN: Wireless Local Area Networks 
WIFI: Wireless Fidelity 
WMAN: Wireless Metropolitan. Area Network 
WSS: Wide Sense Stationary 
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YWE: Yule-Walker Equation 
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Notations 
 
ℎ̂𝑘(𝑛) : Estimated fading channel 
ℎ𝑘(𝑛): Fading channel along subcarriers at symbol 𝑛 
ℎ̂𝑘+1: Channel estimator at tab K+1 
ℎ0
^ = 𝑧𝑒𝑟𝑜𝑠(𝑝): Initial parameters of order p 
ℎ̂0/0: Initial state Vector 
𝐽0(. ): Zero order Bessel function 
𝐿𝑠: Number of scatters 
𝑅𝑘: Autocorrelation function 
𝑇𝑠: Sampling interval period  
𝑓𝑑𝑇𝑠 : Doppler rate 
𝑓𝑑: Doppler frequency 
𝑓𝑠 : Sampling rate  
𝑠𝑘(𝑛) : Signal at the input of channel estimation and equalization 
𝑛𝑘[𝑛]: AWGN signal 
𝐾𝑎𝑘 : Kalman gain  
𝑃𝑎 : Error covariance matrix 
𝜃𝑘(𝑛) : Phase mapping between real data sequence and complex samples  
𝑀: Overall number of subcarriers, FFT size 
𝑅 : Fading channel autocorrelation matrix 
𝑆(𝑓): Power spectrum density function 
𝑔(𝑚𝑙): Random scattered amplitude 
𝑘 : Subcarrier index (𝑘 = 0,… ,𝑀 − 1;  𝑘 = 0 corresponds to center subcarrier) 
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𝑙 : Linear Transformation operator 
𝑟(𝑚) : Received signal 
𝑣 : Mobile speed  
𝑦(𝑚) : Transmitted signal 
𝜆 : Forgetting factor of RLS 
𝜆: Wave length of the carrier wave 
𝜇:  LMS step size 
𝜑(𝑚𝑙): Angle of arrival 
𝜗(𝑚𝑙) : Initial phase 
𝜙 : Transition matrix 
𝑤𝑅(𝑛): Rectangular Window Weight Function  
𝐿: Length of Window Filter 
𝑤𝑐(𝑛): Raised Cosine Function 
𝑤ℎ(𝑛): Hamming Weight Function 
𝜎: Variance 
𝑊0,𝑘: Zero Phase Dolph Chebyshev Window 
𝛼: Parameter to adjust side lobe level 
𝐵: Subbnad 
𝑆𝑘: Frequency Complex Symbol  
𝑥𝑘[𝑛]: Base Band Signal 
K: 𝑘𝑡ℎ carrier 
𝑚𝑡ℎ : UFMC symbol at m=1, 2,3,…M-1 
𝑝𝑅(𝑟): Probability Density Function 
Ω: Variance 
𝑆(𝑓): Power Spectral Density 
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𝑓𝑑: Maximum Doppler Frequency 
𝑟𝑘[𝑛]: Received Signal 
𝛿(𝑡): Dirac Pulse  
𝜏𝑛: Time delay  
𝜌𝑛𝑒
𝑗𝛷𝑛  : Complex amplitude (Amplitude and Phase) of the received pulses 
𝑝(𝑥; 𝜎): Probability Density Function 
𝜐(𝑛) : Complex white Gaussian noise process with uncorrelated real and imaginary elements 
𝜎𝜐
2: Variance of Driving Process  
𝑓𝑛 : Normalized Frequency 
𝑅𝑘
𝑚𝑜𝑑: Modified Correlation Function 
𝑝: Autoregressive Model Order 
𝜃 : Vector of AR Parameters  
𝑁𝑝 : Inserted pilots  
𝐹: Cost Function 
𝑃0: Identity Matrix 
𝐶𝑘: Variance of Innovation Process 
𝑃𝑘/𝑘−1:  a priori error covariance matrix 
ℎ̂𝑘/𝑘:  a posteriori estimate 
𝑃𝑘/𝑘:  Error covariance matrix 
𝐻∞ : H infinity Filter 
𝑒𝑘: Estimation Error 
𝑒0: Initial State Error 
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𝛾: Level of disturbance attenuation 
𝑄𝑤 : Weighting Parameters 
𝑅𝑣: Weighting Parameters 
𝑥𝑘(𝑛): Symbol estimate 
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 من أنظمة الاتصالات الخليوية )G5(وات المضمحلة للجيل الخامس تقدير القنمشاركة حول 
  قرعوش عليحسين معتزعداد: إ
 إشراف: د. علي جاموس
 الملخص
 والمرشح للاستخدام في أنظمة الجيل الخامس )CMFU(مبني على الفلتر العالمي متعدد الناقلات يجمع النظام المقترح ال
) و MDFOبين فوائد وميزات الانظمة المستخدمة حاليا في الجيل الرابع ومنها (للاتصالات الخليوية   )G5(
دعم تطبيقات جديدة والازدياد و تجنب مساوئ هذه الانظمة من أجل تحقيق معدل عالي في نقل البيانات و )،CMBF(
حل مشكلة تقدير التغيرات في قنوات الاتصال  ذا البحثيهدف هالمتسارع في الأجهزة الذكية المباعة في الاسواق. 
التقليدية او  الحلول معروفة مسبقا لدى المستقبل.اعتمادا على ارسال رموز  )CMFU(للنظام اللاسلكي  المضمحلة
ومن ثم تطبيقها على  )ESMM( و متوسط الحد الأدنى لخطأ التربيع )SL(ريقتي الأقل تربيع  طباستخدام الأساسية تتم 
ويمكن الاستفادة  .∞𝐻( namlaK dnaإضافة الى المرشحات المثلى ( )SLR dna SML(المرشحات المتكيفة التقليدية 
يمثل القنوات المضمحلة من الخصائص الإحصائية للقنوات من خلال استخدام نموذج الانحدار الذاتي ل
والتي يمكن تقديرها من خلال حل  ،بعض المعاملات معرفةج يحتاج إلى ذوهذا النمو )ledom evissergerotuA(
 .snoitauqE reklaW-eluYمعادلات 
 لاستطلاعيةاالتابعة للرموز  المضمحلة يتم تقدير القناة ففي المرحلة الاولىعلى مرحلتين: المضمحلة  تقدير القناةتتم عملية 
التي الثانية: يتم تقدير القناة للرموز في المرحلة ). وsretlif ∞𝐻 dna namlaK ,SLR ,SMLباستخدام المرشحات (
 ssaP woL(مثل استيفاء التمرير المنخفض (  )noitalopretnI(الاستيفاء  باستخدام طرق تعبر عن المعلومات
 .noitalopretnI( )enilpSواستيفاء الشريحة )noitalopretni raeniL( والاستيفاء الخطي noitalopretnI
عمل محاكاة للمرسل والمستقبل والقنوات وتم  )7102 baltaM( باستخدام برنامج الماتلاب )CMFU(تم بناء نظام 
معدل الخطأ أفضل من  )∞𝐻 ,namlaK(للمرشحات المقترحة  REB(أن معدل الخطأ ( تحليل النتائج. حيث تبينو
أقل من   )noitalopretnI ssaP woL(الأخرى وكذلك معدل الخطأ لطريقة استيفاء التمرير المنخفض شحات لمرل
 لطرق الاخرى.معدل الخطأ ل
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 Abstract – Universal filtered multicarrier (UFMC) 
modulation technique was suggested as a strong candidate system 
for future 5G mobile communication systems. Indeed, it combines 
the advantages of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing 
(OFDM) and filter bank multicarrier (FBMC) modulation 
techniques while avoids their drawbacks. UFMC seems to be more 
effective for future 5G applications and scenarios like a machine 
to machine (M2M), vehicle to8vehicle (V2V), device to device 
(D2D) and the Internet of Things (IoT). This paper address the 
estimation and equalization of UFMC time-varying fading 
channels using adaptive filters based on comb pilot symbols 
arrangement. To exploit the fading channel statistics, the fading 
process evolution is modeled by an autoregressive (AR) model and 
tracked by a Kalman filter. The AR model parameters are 
obtained by solving the so-called Yule-Walker (YWE) equations 
based on the Bessel autocorrelation function of the fading channel 
with known Doppler rate. The result of MATLAB simulation show 
the effectiveness of the proposed Kalman filter based channel 
estimator as compared with the conventional ones like recursive 
least square (RLS) and least8 mean square8 (LMS) channel 
estimator. 
 
Keywords— UFMC, fading channel, channel estimation, pilot 
symbols, Kalman filter, Autoregressive model. 
 
  
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The current multiple access in a 4G mobile generation is 
OFDM which is widely employed in Power Line 
communication, , UWB, ADSL, Digital Audio broadcasting 
(DAB), digital video broadcasting (DVB), and WLAN 
standards, Wireless metropolitan network (WMAN) and 
WiMAX [1,2]. The advantages of OFDM is easy transceiver 
implementation where it is performed using pair of (IFFT, FFT) 
at transmitter and receiver respectively. The implementation of 
pair is very easy by digital processing [3, 4]. 
However, it had many drawbacks and restrictions like cyclic 
prefix(CP), high overhead, higher sensitivity to carrier 
frequency offset (CFO) and phase variance of the received 
signal related  to the reference  at receiver [5,6], high Peak 
average power ratio (PARP) which reduces the power of 
transmitter and  relatively low spectral power density (PSD). 
FBMC is short for filter bank multicarrier modulation 
technique. It one of possible system candidate to be employed 
in future 5G. The implementation of FBMC is the same OFDM 
system based on IFFT/FFT pairs operation, and it used a bank 
of digital filters like: prototype filter instead of guard interval 
with a cyclic prefix to raise spectral efficiency compared to 
OFDM especially when it combines with offset quadrature 
amplitude modulation (OQAM). It uses digital filtering to solve 
sensitivity interference between adjacent subcarriers, less 
sensitive to CFO, more clearer carriers, more resistance to 
estimation error due to time/frequency shift by removing or 
elimination of sidelobes. 
Due to all mentioned limitations, and the vision of 5G to serve 
wide different smart mobiles, extreme Mobile broadband,  
massive M2M, IoT, V2V, D2D [7-9]. The key design of 
candidate system modulation technique is flexibility, versatility, 
scalability, and efficiency to serve wide range of applications 
access [8, 9]. Supporting   M2M is big  challenging feature of 
5G , it will be serve around 50 billion machines that expected  
to be connected by the year 2020 [10]. Hence, for 5G, BER 
performance for proposed schemes better than current system 
are under study [11, 12]. Some candidate's schemes like FBMC 
[13], and Generalized Frequency Division Multiplexing 
(GFDM) [14] and UFMC [15]. As an alternative to OFDM and 
FBMC, UFMC has various advantages over OFDM and FBMC. 
[16, 17] Shows that UFMC has better spectral efficiency than 
FBMC. Similarly, UFMC is less implementation complexity 
than FBMC and reverse compatibility to older system. It is also 
implemented based on IFFT/FFT pairs and use prototype filter 
called Chebyshev which can decrease spectral leakage 
drawbacks of OFDM and FBMC systems.  As we review 
current multiple access for LTE and their drawbacks to support 
a new application for future 5G.  Another new candidate, which 
can be used in future 5G is UFMC.  UFMC is a generalization 
of the advantage features of OFDM and FBMC [18]. In addition, 
it is avoid the drawbacks of the other two systems. It is 
operation based on filtering consecutive subband (a group of 
subcarriers) in modulation and demodulation. Some points of 
interests of UFMC are: It is a simple transceiver called UF-
OFDM, with filtering length equal to 1 (L=1). The non-
orthogonal carriers are not important, which means better 
spectral efficiency and low latency. Supporting 5G application 
like the internet of thing (IoT), M2M and D2D [19] which 
release strict synchronous transition between transmitter and 
receiver. V2V required a signal that is less sensitivity to CFO 
to achieve reliable communication between nodes mobile, 
Support M2M that require new physical interface and new 
media access control layer to ensure communication between 
machines to any like machine, human, vehicle. Another 
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advantage is new signal design to allow different users to 
communicate at the same time in different subbands. Support 
the fragment spectrum and this allows sending small data 
packets.  No CP, instead of that setting time of filter used as 
guard period. UFMC system is a generalization of combination 
advantages of current system OFDM and FBMC systems and 
avoided their limitations and restrictions. It is operation based 
in a filter of a consecutive subset of the complete band 
modulation and demodulation instead of filtering the whole 
band or single carrier. 
Fading process estimation and equalization procedures are 
critical in a wireless communication system for symbol 
recovering bits at the receiver side. Transmitted signal is 
sensitive to many effects during traveling to the receiver.   
Few UFMC studies have handle the issue of the channel 
estimation and equalization to the current date [20-22] 
compared to many studies were addressed in OFDM in the 
literature [23-26] and FBMC [27-30]. Channel estimation 
techniques in the UFMC and FBMC/OQAM are different in 
conventional techniques used in OFDM because the channel 
frequency response values are real in OFDM and complex in 
FBMC and UFMC. Second reason is subbands filtering 
operation for to decrease out of band emission (OOB) may 
produce dissimilar filter gain on different subcarriers for one 
UFMC symbol [31]. In [20] the author proposed estimation of 
UFMC channel in an uplink multiuser in timing and frequency 
offset and shows that the conventional pilot-aided channel 
estimation used in OFDM is efficient in UFMC.  In [21] author 
introduces channel estimation based on combo type pilot 
pattern based on various algorithms like LSLI, DFT, and 
RMMSE. In [22] the authors introduce estimation using PRN 
to be as guard interval and TS at time domain to minimize total 
of transmitted pilots in the frequency domain and the effect will 
be improvement in spectral efficiency. 
All proposed channel estimation techniques are categorized 
as blind techniques and training sequence/pilot based 
techniques. The advantage of the blind technique is no need to 
insert pilots, but the drawbacks are complexity and requiring a 
large amount of data and this means loss of efficiency.  While 
the other technique is lower computational complexity. 
In our research, we addressed pilot based technique. Many 
approaches were developed when using the Kalman filter for 
channel estimation [27] [32-34]. In [34] authors introduce the 
combination of Kalman filter with  AR process  to track channel 
variations achieving better results of BER performance than 
conventional adaptive estimators like LMS and RLS for MC-
CDMA. While [32-33] describes the Kalman estimator with an 
AR model to estimation fading channel in OFDM. Recently, 
dual Kalman filters are proposed in [27] to estimate 
FBMC/OQAM fading channels process. The fading model 
performed by an AR, its coefficients are gained by (YWE).  
The structure of this paper is formed as follows.  We will 
introduce UFMC transceiver in section II. The estimation of 
fading process using AR model tracked by Kalman estimator in 
section III. Simulation and analyses results will be presented in 
section IV. Finally, The conclusion will be present in section V. 
 
II. UFMC 
In [35], the idea of UFMC system is presented in fig.  (1.a). 
The operation of UFMC is filtering group of subband instead of 
filtering single carrier or whole band. To produce UFMC signal, 
every subbands carrying number of carriers convert to parallel 
and pass to IFFT block. After that, applying filtering operation 
to decrease OOB. The output of each filter was summed to form 
UFMC Signal. Moreover, since the number of a complex 
symbol in each subband is less than the IFFT points multiply 
with a number of subbands, the rest of block padded with 
number of zeros. 
Mathematically, the information input to the UFMC system are 
complex of QAM symbol (ݏ௞) is divided into subbands called 
B, k have the values of   (1…ܰ),	Where “N” refers to IFFT 
constellation points.  Each of subbands having numbers of 
subcarriers k and ݊௜  of complex symbols. All subbands are 
padded with zeros carriers to make each block contain ܰ 
symbols. Then converting frequency symbols ܵ௞ =
[ ଵܵ௞		ܵଶ௞					ܵ஻௞] to time domain  ݔ = [ݔଵ௄		ݔଶ௄			ݔ஻௄]  by using 
IFFT block. The result of each IFFT converted to serial.  Each 
padded zero symbol is filtered with chebyshev window 
determined side lobe attenuation level and filter length ܮ . 
Dolph-Chebyshev window have low sidelobe levels different 
from fixed window like Hanning windows. Forgiven sidelobe 
attenuation and filter length, Chebyshev window yield narrow 
main lobe compared to fixed window functions. The 
characteristics of the filter are shifted in frequency according to 
subcarriers for each subband. The output signal for each 
subband from each filter is added, and then transform to the 
frequency domain. The closed form of Chebyshev window can 
be express as follows: 
 
 
								W଴,୩ =
ୡ୭ୱ	ቄ୑ୡ୭ୱషభ[ஒ ୡ୭ୱቀಘే౉ ቁ]ቅ
ୡ୭ୱ୦ሼ୑ୡ୭ୱ୦షభ(ஒ)ሽ 																																																(1) 
Where ܯdenotes for IFFT points, k=0, 1, 2….M-1. 
β = cosh	[ଵ୑ coshିଵ(10஑)	] , where α  = (2, 3 ,4).The ߙ 
parameters adjust the side lobe levels by the expression Side- 
lobe level in dB=−20ߙ. For example, if, we have ߙ = 3 then 
the side-lobes level below the main-lobe with 60dB, where the 
main lobe peak normalize to zero. The chebyshev side lobes are 
called ripple in the stop band, comstellationsince they are equal 
in heights. The number of subbands B will be different 
according to according to application requirements. As 
example, if the UFMC system employed in fragmented 
spectrum then number of subbands equal to the accessible 
spectrum portion in the fragmented spectrum. 
In other words, we have input data X that will be divided to B 
subband with k subcarriers.  Each subband passing through 
IFFT block symbolized by matrix V.  The result of IFFT block 
will be serialized and passing to filter represent with matrix F.  
We can express the baseband UFMC signal  ݔ௞[݊] by: 
 
ݔ௞[݊] = ଵே ∑ ∑ ∑ ௜ܺ௠݁௝ଶగ௠௟/ே ௡݂ି௟
ே೔ೄೠ್
௠ୀଵ
ேା௅ିଵ௟ୀ଴஻௜ୀଵ                                 (1) 
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Where N denotes for a number of FFT constellation points, 
while L denotes for the length of Chebyshev filter and		 ௡݂ି௟ 
denotes for Chebyshev Filter. 
UFMC has more elasticity for filtering every subband by its 
spectrum. It’s can allow the scheme to adapt service types by 
regulating the subband and filter coefficients only. UFMC 
provide access for two different applications in the same time 
like M2M and D2D in two dissimilar subbands with disparate 
necessity and frame structure without creating inter-symbol 
band interference (ISBI) due to reduction OOB [22].   
 
III. Kalman Filtering Based Channel Estimation 
As we mentioned in section II, the delivered signal from the 
transmitter is transformed S/P and passed through FFT 
transformer block. The output of FFT serialize again then 
symbol demapper retrieve original data. 
The received vector signal at the receiver after passing 
channel impulse response (CIR) can be represented by a 
transmitted signal ݔ௞[݊] with the channel in addition to 
additive white Gaussian noise as in (2): 
ݎ௞[n] = ݔ௞[݊]ℎ௞[n] + ݊௞[݊]                                   (2) 
By Substitution value of x in (2) we get: 
ݎ௞[n] = ℎ௞[n] ଵே ∑ ∑ ∑ ௜ܺ௠݁௝ଶగ௠௟/ே ௡݂ି௟
ே೔ೄೠ್
௠ୀଵ
ேା௅ିଵ௟ୀ଴஻௜ୀ଴ + ݊௞[݊]                                      
(3) 
Where ℎ௞  denotes for the complex-valued of fading process 
over ݇௧௛ sub-band carriers for the ݉௧௛ symbols and  ݊௞ denotes 
for AWGN process. 
We assume the noise processes to be mutually (i.i.d) distributed 
zero-mean and variance			ߪ௞ଶ. The fading process ℎ௞[݊] can be  
Perform as a complex Gaussian process  ℎ௞(݊) =
|ℎ௞(݊)|݁ି௝ఝೖ(௡)  with zero mean. With uniformly phase ߮௞(݇)   
 
 
lying between [0,2π]. To utilize the statistical characteristics of 
fading signal, it is described the by PSD and zero order Bessel 
ACF. The PSD of fading signal represented by well-known U 
shaped band limited jakes spectrum with maximum Doppler 
frequency ௗ݂ [36]. 
S(f) = 	൞
ଵ
஠୤ౚඨ(౜ౚష೑)౜ౚ )
మ
		 , for	f ൑ |fୢ|
0,																									Otherwise
                              (4) 
Where ௗ݂ = ௩ఒ, with v light speed and ߣ,	is the wavelength of 
wave carriers. 
The Autocorrelation function (ACF) can be express by:  
 
ܴ௞ = ܬ଴(2ߨ ௗ݂ ௦ܶ|݇|)                                              (5) 
Where ܬ଴	  denotes zero ordered Bessel function, 	 ௦ܶ  denote 
symbol period, and ௗ݂ ௦ܶ   point to Doppler rate. In [37] use 
general Autoregressive (AR) model to generate correlated 
Rayleigh processes with fading process that shape the spectrum 
of the uncorrelated Gaussian variates.    Fading process can be 
designed by order of AR in [37]: 
ℎ[݊] = −∑ ܽ௞ℎ[݊ − ݇] + ߭(݊)௣௞ୀଵ                        (6) 
Where ߭(݊) refers to complex white Gaussian noise process 
with zero mean and driving process covariance	σ஥ଶ.  a୩  
denotes for the AR parameters.  We can express the PSD of 
AR model by: 
ܵ( ௡݂) = ఙഔ
మ
หଵା∑ ௔೔௘(షೕమഏ೑೙೔)೛భ ห
మ                                     (7) 
Where ௡݂  denotes the normalized frequency. ℎ௞(݊)  denotes 
fading process that estimated by the Kalman filter. The 
estimation of fading process ℎ௞(݊)  over the ݊௧௛  along the 
carrier. The carrier subscript is dropped for simplicity and 
clarity, then the state vector can be express as follows: 
࢘ࡷ
Figure 1.a: Block Diagram of UFMC Transmitter
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Figure 1.b: Block diagram of UFMC Receiver
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ࢎ௞ = ൣ	ℎ௞			ℎ௞ିଵ 		… ℎ௞ି௣ାଵ		൧்                              (8) 
 
 
The expression (8) can be expressed as state space form as in 
follows: 
ࢎ௞ = ࣘࢎ௞ିଵ + ࢍ߭௞                                               (9) 
Where: 
ࣘ = ൦
−ܽଵ −ܽଶ ⋯ −ܽ௣
1 0 ⋯ 0
⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮
0 ⋯ 1 0
൪  Is the state transition model 
matrix and g express as in follows:  
 ࢍ = [1	0	 … 0]் 
In addition, by substation of equation (9) in equation (2), it 
follows: 
ݎ௞ = ࢞௞்ࢎ௞ + ߟ௞                                                           (10) 
Where: 
 ࢞௞ = [	ݔ௞			0	⋯ 		0]்                                                    (11) 
We will use a Kalman filter to estimate the fading process ࢎ෡௞/௞ 
for the state vector ࢎ௞  by assumed a set of observations ሼݎ௜ሽ௜ୀଵ,⋯,௞		are	known. another process needed so-called 
innovation process ߙ௞  which refer to a difference between 
observed value and optimal value which can be obtained as 
follows: 
ߙ௞ = ݎ௞ − ࢞௞்ࣘࢎ෡௞ିଵ/௞ିଵ                                             (12) 
The variance of the innovation process as follows: 
ܥ௞ = ܧ[ߙ௞ߙ௞∗] = ࢞௞்ࡼ௞/௞ିଵ࢞௞ + ߪఎೖଶ                           (13) 
Where: 
ࡼ௞/	௞ିଵ represent a priori error covariance matrix that be get 
repetitively as follows: 
ࡼ௞/௞ିଵ = ࣘࡼ௞/௞ିଵࣘு + ࢍߪజଶࢍ்                              (14) 
The Kalman gain is enumerated by the next equation: 
 
ࡷ௞ = ࡼ௞/௞ିଵ࢞௞ܥ௞ି ଵ                                                    (15) 
 
The estimation of a posteriori of fading process given by: 
ࢎ෡௞/௞ = ࣘࢎ෡௞ିଵ/௞ିଵ + ࡷ௞	ߙ௞                                      (16) 
 
And the state vector given by: 
ℎ෠௞ = ℎ෠௞/௞ = ࢍ்ࢎ෡௞/௞                                                (17) 
The update of ࡼ௞/௞ is get repetitively as follows: 
ࡼ௞/௞ = ࡼ௞/௞ିଵ − ࡷ௞࢞௞்ࡼ௞/௞ିଵ                                (18) 
We assign the initial value for the state vector ࢎ෡଴/଴  to zero 
vector i.e. ࢎ෡଴/଴ = 0  and the initial value for the error 
covariance matrix ࡼ଴/଴ to identity matrix i.e. 	ࡼ଴/଴ = ࡵ௣ 
According to fig. (1.b),  the received signal ݎ௞ passed to  2N-
FFT block  to tranform it into frequency domain, this block (2N-
FFT ) is very necessary for recovering symbols at N subcarriers 
from  “ܰ + ܮ − 1" received samples. The result of FFT block 
transformer is given by: 
 
ܻ(݇) = ଵ√ே ∑ ݎ௞[݊]	݁ି௝ଶగ௟௞ ଶே
⁄ேା௅ିଶ௟ୀ଴ , ݇ = 0,1. . .2ܰ − 1                               (19) 
 
Channel equalizing is estimated using multiplying received 
signal with normalize version of the complex conjugate of the 
channel estimate as: 
ݔො௞(݊) = 	 ௞ܻ(݊) ൬ ௛෡ೖ
∗ (௡)
ห௛෡ೖ(௡)หమ
൰                                       (20) 
 
IV. Simulation Results 
In this part, we will estimate high varying fading channel 
process between conventional filters like LMS, RLS and our 
proposed estimator Kalman filter combined with the 
autoregressive model with comb pilot arrangement 1:8. In 
addition, we will compare power spectral density between three 
modulation system OFDM, FBMC and UFMC. 
 
Fig. (2) shows the BER performance of UFMC using different 
mapping techniques.  It is clear that the best QAM modulation 
when we use the Bits per subcarrier (M=4). 
 
Fig.2: BER vs SNR for UFMC QAM Modulation  
 
Fig.3: PSD vs Normalize frequency for UFMC, 10 Subband, 20 Subcarriers 
for each 
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 Fig. 4: PSD vs Normalize frequency Power for OFDM, 200 Subcarriers 
 
 
Fig. 5:  PSD vs Normalize frequency Power for FBMC, 200 Subcarriers, 
Overlapped symbols K=4 
Fig. (3), Fig. (4) and Fig. (5) illustrate respectively the PSD 
performance for the same number of subcarriers (200 
Subcarriers) for UFMC, OFDM, and FBMC respectively. The 
PSD for candidate multiple access UFMC is higher than the rest 
Candidate system. 
Given Fig. (6) that shows the envelope of an estimated fading 
channel generated by Rayleigh fading model with Doppler rate, 
ௗ݂ ௦ܶ = 0.0185. 
According to Fig. (7), it illustrates the BER performance for 
Kalman estimator in addition to LMS, RLS for higher Doppler 
rate ௗ݂ ௦ܶ = 0.0556, v = 150km/h . It is notable that the 
performance of  the Kalman estimator has lower BER.  
 
Fig 6: Channel Generation according to Rayleigh Fading Generator,  ࢌࢊࢀ࢙ =
૙. ૙૚ૡ૞, µ=0.03, λ=0.4 
 
          Figure 7: BER vs SNR for UFMC System,	ࢌࢊࢀ࢙ = ૙. ૙૞૞૟ 
 
Figure 8:   BER vs SNR for UFMC System, ࢌࢊࢀ࢙ = ૙. ૙૛૞ૢ 
 
BER performance for Doppler rate  ௗ݂ ௦ܶ = 0.0259 in Fig. (8),   
The BER performance for the Kalman estimator is better than 
the other estimators. Also, we notice improvement of BER for 
RLS estimator for the same scenario (Doppler rate smaller than 
the Doppler rate in Fig. (7).  
 
            Figure 9: BER vs SNR for UFMC System, ࢌࢊࢀ࢙ = ૙. ૙૚ૡ૞ 
The Simulation results in Fig. (9). BER performance for low 
Doppler rate		 ௗ݂ ௦ܶ = 0.0185, Kalman estimator is still the best 
among the others. Also, we notice BER performance 
improvement for RLS estimator for lower Doppler rate.    
 
VI.Conclusions 
Current multiple access used in LTE is not a candidate for 
future mobile generation dues to their limitations and 
restrictions. After comparative between various candidate 
systems, the UFMC system has a strong candidate for later 
mobile generation 5G. In this research, we address the 
estimation and equalization of the UFMC fading channel by 
Kalman filter combined with the autoregressive process. The 
simulation results show that the Kalman filter overcomes 
performance conventional filter like LMS, RLS, and shows the 
performance of UFMC cope the performance of current system 
used in current 4G. 
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